Build on your Jira Align momentum

After the Jumpstart launches the first two programs, continue to expand across the organization by launching more programs. When you want the guidance of the Solution Architect in the continued deployment, use this package to bring the same Jumpstart activities to the next set of (up to four) programs.

Outcomes

An additional four programs (teams-of-teams) have prioritized a backlog of work that is:

- Aligned to the strategic objectives of the enterprise and the product managers
- Supporting team-level planning, with dependencies made visible
- Synchronized to (and supplementing) team-level information in Jira Software

Results

What to expect from the Expand Programs package:

1. Jira Align deployment plans have been integrated into organization's Lean/Agile transformation plans
2. Additional programs are configured and launched in Jira Align

Solution Architects

Ensure success in deploying Jira Align across the enterprise by enlisting a Solution Architect to model your organization, configure your full solution, and build an on-boarding plan for Jira Align.

Solution Architects are

- Seasoned in Jira Align adoption and can share proven deployment patterns for the product
- Experienced in application best practices that can be shared via training
- Able to serve as an enterprise transformation advisor, and are skilled as enterprise change agents
- Certified in industry-leading scaled agile frameworks
- Ready to guide in the adoption of industry standards across the entire Atlassian ecosystem
Expand Programs Activities

- Jira Software Configuration Discovery
- Jira Connector Configuration Design, Maintenance, and Governance
- Jira Connector Configuration Design, Maintenance, and Governance
- Program Discovery & Launch for 2-4 programs, depending on complexity

These activities will help your organization:

- Improve the Ability to Prioritize Work
  Automated push/pull ranking to and from strategies, investments and teams ensures alignment on the most important work.

- Manage/Illuminate Dependencies
  Eliminate delivery failures caused by inter-linked dependencies by visualizing, managing and proactively addressing impediments in real-time.

- Understand Why
  Increased capacity to communicate the strategy behind business changes, so that teams can respond to Intent instead of requiring direction.

- Create Empowered Team Members
  Product Teams that comprehend leadership intent for improved decision making, execution and value from the trenches.

- Leverage Existing Tools
  Extend your existing teams development infrastructure for new Investment and Product visibility with minimal disruption of team flow.

Learn more at atlassian.com/jira-align

The packaged Professional Services described herein are valid for twelve (12) months from the Order Effective Date specified in the applicable Order, after such period they shall expire with no further credit or refund, and shall have no value thereafter. These Professional Services shall be deemed completed with no further obligation by AgileCraft upon the earlier of: (i) the performance of the activities or outcomes described herein, or (ii) twelve (12) months from the Order Effective Date.

Jira Align Premier Support is not included in this Workshop, and instead is a standalone service that you may purchase separately to complement your Workshop.

This datasheet is for informational purposes only. ATLASSIAN MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS DATASHEET.